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CHALK-OFF the Complete Pool Table Cleaner!

Chalk-Off is easy to use! Just spray Chalk-Off over the entire table and wipe it off. That's it! It takes less
than 1 minute to clean any pool table. With Chalk-Off, you’re ready to play immediately.

Say goodbye to those brushes and the vacuums forever, because Chalk-Off, the complete pool table
cleaner, cleans your pool table faster and easier than ever before.

Chalk-Off has a special formula that will not harm your pool table cloth or table surface. Professional
players worldwide play on pool tables cleaned with Chalk-Off.

What does Chalk-off do?
?  Cleans any pool table cloth in less than 60 seconds
?  Extends the life of the cloth by 50% by eliminating harmful brushing and vacuuming.
?  Safe to use on all types and grades of pool and billiard table cloth
?  Brings older cloth back to its original color and playing speed
?  Eliminates table slide experienced with new cloth
?  Ready for play immediately
?  Keeps the pockets, the balls and furniture & fixtures free of chalk dust
?  Saves time over the old cleaning methods
?  Creates an easier and more enjoyable way to clean the table
?  Players appreciate a clean and dust-free table

CHALK-OFF cleans the accessories too! Spray Chalk-Off on the micro-fiber towel and…
?  Clean the Irish linen wraps on pool cues
?  Clean the cue shaft
?  Clean under the rails easily
?  Clean the pockets
?  Clean the balls

POOL TABLE CLEANING INSTRUCTION:
1. Remove chalk cubes and other items from the table playing surface and rails,

including any large particles of chalk, dirt or lint.
2. Shake the can well.
3. Stand at a side pocket and hold the can upright about 1-2 feet above the table.
4. Start spraying at a corner pocket of the table nearest you and broadcast an even

mist over the entire table. Be sure to press the nozzle completely while spraying
5. Now, place the micro-fiber wiper as far under the end rail as possible and begin

wiping the table surface. (see illustration below)
6. While pressing the wiper firmly on the table, pull it along “Track 1” as indicated in

the illustration, and continue wiping the entire table in the same manner for Tracks
2,3 and 4. You will have to move to the other side of the table for Tracks 3 and 4.
Note: The wiper fits nicely under the rails, so be sure to wipe under all the rails.

7. Now, using the micro-fiber towel, wipe the rails, pockets, balls and even the cues
to remove chalk residue
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The Spider Laser Training Aid

Spotted Cue Ball As Seen On TV

FOR STAINS AND HEAVY CLEANING

1. If your cloth is heavily soiled or has stained areas, spray a liberal amount of Chalk-Off directly on the area.
2. Allow foam to set for 10 seconds.
3. Using the micro-fiber towel, wipe the foam from the table.
4. Chalk-Off will emulsify the dirt or stain for removal.
5. This process requires a longer drying period and may take several applications.

Note: Chalk-Off does not guarantee the removal of all stains

The contents of the can are pressurized and if left in cold storage the pressure inside the can is reduced and may effect the
normal spraying ability. Allow the can to come to room temperature before using.

To clean your wiper or towel, simply rinse thoroughly in warm water and allow drying.  When the wiper
or towel becomes very dirty, wash in warm soapy water.

**DO NOT USE BLEACH OR FABRIC SOFTNER to clean the towel or wiper.**

Thank you for using “CHALK OFF” the Complete Pool Table Cleaner. For more product
information, please visit our web site at www.chalk-off.com

For more great deals on billiard supplies like these below, please shop online at:
www.billiardclub.net

Jim Rempe Training Cue Ball

 Pool Cues of all
brands and styles

The New Sardo Rack
M-5000

Get 1 FREE can of
Chalk-Off

with a Sardo Rack Order

Watch Pool Online @ BilliardClub.net
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